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Welcome to the Seminar 





Woman 

earn only  

78% of what 

men earn 















 

 

 The unemployment rate for veterans who served on active 

duty in the U.S. Armed Forces at any time since 

September 2001--a group referred to as Gulf War-era II 

veterans--was 12.1 percent in 2011  



In 2006, the world produced 161 
“exabytes” of digital information…3 

MILLION times the amount of 

information contained in ALL books 

ever written 

 

 

Last Year (2011) – 1,200 

exabytes 





There are over 1 Billion 
registered users of Facebook 



If Facebook were a country, 
it would be the 3rd largest in the world 

(Between India and U.S.) 

 

 

And this does not include  

Twitter or MySpace 

 



There are 87 billion 

searches on Google every 

month 

 

In 2006, it was 2.7 billion 























People are expected to have  

11 different employers and jobs 

between the ages of 22 and 65. 





Generation X and Y make up over 50% 

of the workforce. 

 

 

 

 

 

For the first time ever, there are 5 

generations at work at the same time. 



7 out of 10 

organizations experienced a 

disruptive change last year 



92%  

of executives and business owners 

believe the challenges they 

face are more complex than 5 years ago 



 Poor strategy execution will be the  

 over the next 3 years  

#1 derailer of growth 

…And it’s not getting any better … 



Joe Bontke took this picture last week in Marble Falls, TX 

 

this slide show is starting to look like facebook 



 one purpose of this symposium is to 

establish effective outreach and 

partnerships  

 meet someone new  



 

 

let’s discuss best practices 

and/or barriers to effective 

recruitment and employment.  





 

    

  

 

  

Today's speaker 

Joe Bontke   
Outreach Manager 

& Ombudsman 



When Bullying becomes Harassment 
and  

Can I google Applicants?  

Joe Bontke  
Outreach Manager, EEOC  

 



 Crossing “The Line” - When bullying 
becomes harassment in the workplace. 

 Employment law does not prohibit simple teasing or offhand 
comments; however, in order to prevent claims of national origin 
discrimination, employers need to train staff to avoid ethnic jokes, 
apply discipline consistently, regardless of national origin, and 
apply the same standards of hiring, promotion, and performance 
evaluation to everyone. 

 Can I Google applicants? & other 
concerns for the HR Manager 

 the risk of social media in the employment world is a relatively new fad 
and form of communication.  With the popularity of social sites like 
Facebook and Linkedin, employers can gain access to all sorts of 
information that would normally be "off limits" during an 
interview.  Could this be creating a legal problem for employers?  In this 
lively session EEOC's Joe Bontke will spell out the risks and offer some 
remedy for the new risk of social network "investigating" when an 
applicant has some "google issues". 

 



Workplace Bullying 101 
 

 

  



Harassment of a Different Kind 
 

Harassment comes from the French word 

 

“Harasser” which literally means to “sic a 
dog on someone” without provocation 

 

      



Workplace Bullying Defined 

   Repeated and unwanted actions by an 
individual or group intending to intimidate, 
harass, degrade or offend 

   

   Abuse or misuse of power 

 

 Bullying is psychological violence 

   

   



Is Workplace Bullying covered 
by EEO or HR? 

 The 3 primary avenues for workplace 
disputes: HR, Union, EEO and if 
you’re lucky – an ADR Office 

  

 Unless the bullying actions specifically 
involve a protected basis under EEO, 
then it’s NOT covered by EEO laws, 
but does that mean that you 
should not address it?   



Protected Federal Categories 
          Race             National Origin               Color 

 

                                                                

                                                               Genetic 
Information 

                                                    

                                                                                                              

                                                           

                                                                 

                                                              

                                                              

    Disability             Religion                                                            
           Sex            Age +40 

color



Bullying as EEO Discrimination 

 A hostile work environment consists of: 

 An unwelcome act that can be Physical or 
Verbal behavior 

 

 Based on employee’s protected status 

 

 That is sufficiently severe or pervasive to 
create a hostile, offensive or abusive work 
environment 



When can Harassment occur? 

 Before, During or After Work 
 

 Breaks 
 

 Lunch hour 
 

 Work-related events outside of 
office, (i.e. happy hours, work 
conferences, dinners, holiday 
parties, picnics) 

 Social Media 



Bullying & Workplace Violence 

 Factor to Consider if an Individual 
imposes a Direct Threat: 

 

 Nature & Severity of Harm 

 

 Likelihood that Harm will Occur 

 

 Imminent Fear or Intimidation 

 

 Your Workplace Violence Policy 

 



Offensive Behavior 

 Remarks 
 

 Feelings 
 

 Behaviors 
 

 Anger 
 

 Resentment 
 

 Hurtful 
 

 What Pushes Your Buttons? 

 

 

 



Workplace Examples of Bullying 

 Being shouted at or humiliated 
 

 Being the target of practical jokes 
 

 Blame without justification 
 

 Exclusion or social isolation 
 

 Physical intimidation (proximal) 
 

 Excessive micro-managing 
 

 Purposely withholding vital information 



Examples (cont.) 

 Setting impossible goals for 
subordinates to reach 

 

 Blocking potential training and 
employment 

 

 Tampering with an employee’s 
personal belongings 

 

 Removing areas of responsibility 
without cause 

 



The Effect of Bullying 
 

 Absenteeism 
 

 Decreased productivity 
 

 Manifestation of illness 
 

 High turnover 
 

 Increased accidents on the job 
 

 Violence 



The Effects of Bullying… 

 When targets believe that they have been 
bullied: 
 Some will cut back on work 
 

 Some will contemplate leaving the job 

 Only 10% do 
 

 Take it out on innocent family or pets 
 

 Others will steal from the job, sabotage 
work, damage equipment, damage 
personal property of the bully or 

 

 Contemplate a violent act and carry it out 

 



Bullying is on the Rise… 

 According to a recent study by the national 
Institute for Occupational Health and Safety 
(NIOSH) bullying in the workplace is on the 
rise. 

 

 24.5% of companies surveyed indicate 

that bullying has taken place; 10.5% 
involving bullying by external customers 

 

 More women are becoming bullies 

 

 



Statistics on Bullying 
 

 37% of the workplace has been bullied 
 

 72% of bullies are bosses 
 

 57% of targets are female 
 

 Bullying happens four times more than 
illegal harassment 

 

 62% of employees ignore the problem 



The Dynamics of the Situation 

 We are in denial 

 We avoid the person for fear of escalation 

 We raise the issue with coworkers hoping 
that they will do something about it 

 We surround ourselves with protection 
from other coworkers for support and 
reverse bully 

 We “check-out” at work; look for other 
jobs 

 



How to Deal with Bad Behavior  

 Try to address the underlying cause of 
the behavior:  I see you are very 
stressed.  Maybe I could help if you tell 
me what’s bothering you? 

 

 If the conversation remains irrational, 
then know when to quit 

 

 Recognize whether behavior is a 
pattern or mishap, conduct or 
performance; respond appropriately 

 
 From: The Civility Solution: What to Do When People 

are Rude, St Martin’s Press, 2008 



What Can You Do? 

 Ask yourself:  Are you ready to stop whatever you’re 
doing and take action to address it?  

 

 Recognize that bullying is about control 

 

 Realize that it’s not your fault 

 

 Keep a detailed diary and paper trail 

 

 Explore Resources – Internet, HR Policies, Union 

 

 Think about leaving division/organization 



What Can Managers & 
Supervisors Do? 

 Create and enforce a zero tolerance policy 
 

 Address the bullying behavior ASAP 
 

 Hold an awareness campaign 
 

 If you are the bully…stop…seek help  
 

 Model effective professional behavior 
 

 Use Facilitation, Conflict Coaching, Mediation or 
design a Group Intervention/Team Building or 
Training Retreat 

 



The Digital Age 

Welcome to the Virtual World 

of: 
 

• “Friends”: Facebook & 

Instagram                                - 

Mostly social, but growing  

      business network 
 

• “Connections”: LinkedIn                                                

- “Facebook in a suit” 
 

• “ Followers”: Twitter                                            

- Instant messaging on 

      steroids  



   A look at the risks of Social Media 



There are over one billion 
registered users of Facebook 
launched in February 2004, owned and operated by Facebook, Inc.[3] As of 

May 2012, Facebook has over 900 million active users, more than half of 

them using Facebook on a mobile device 



Why employers Google …. 

    To ensure the best fit between the 

applicant and the organization 

 

    To find candidates with 

characteristics that will maximize 

work productivity and minimize 

costs and liability 



+ 
Internet Never Forgets… 

 Stacy Snyder 

 1st Amendment does not 

cover photos 
 

 Internet records everything 

and forgets nothing 

 

 Every online photo, Facebook 

status update, Twitter post and 

blog entry by and about us can 

be stored forever 

Drunk'in Pirate  





Joe Bontke 





 







 



Twitter 

• 175 million users 

• Library of Congress  did you know 

–Will be acquiring and permanently storing the 

entire archive of public twitter posts since 2006 



IMPORTANCE OF POLICIES 

• "Twoosh" is a word invented to describe Twitter 

messages that contain exactly 140 characters.  
 

• Our Twitter policy: (in 140 characters) 

 Be professional, kind, discreet, authentic. Represent us 

well. Remember that you can't control it once you hit 

"update.“ 

 



+ 
HR Statistics 

 75% of U.S. recruiters are 

required by their 

companies to do online 

research of candidates 

 

 70% of U.S. recruiters 

report they have rejected 

candidates because of 

information found online 



+ 
PROBLEM ISSUE 

 Employer will potentially have access to 

information such as involvement in a 

stakeholder group, people with disability 

organization, sexual preference, cultural 

and religious identification.  

  



+ 

 



+ 



                                       
19 year old 

                                     
← photo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

←last year   



+ 
NLRB VIEW 

 Monitoring employee’s social networking 

activity has the potential of creating a 

chilling effect on the employees’ 

communications regarding the terms and 

conditions of their employment, in violation 

of the NLRA at 29 U.S.C. §157.   



+ 

When It Becomes Illegal 

 When employers base their hiring decision on an 
applicant’s protective status 

 

 When information discovered leads to employer’s 
knowledge of information that would be illegal to use 
against an applicant in a hiring decision 

 

 i.e. discovering an applicant was arrested and using 
that to disqualify 

 

 Things you cannot ask in an interview are 
the same things employer cannot research 



+ 
Questions To Ask When Using 

Social Media… 

 Is it valid? 

 Does the information predict job performance? 

 Is the information job-related? 

 

 Is it legal? 

 No laws have been passed yet 

 Information posted on the internet is considered “public 
domain” 

 Opens organization up to “perception” of using 
protected information 

 

 Is it worth it? 

 





COLLEGE STATION - For one Texas A&M University graduate student, what happened in Vegas didn't stay in 
Vegas. 

Justin Newman says he ran into academic trouble after The Associated Press published a photo of him in a story 
about a mobile medical clinic dubbed "Hangover Heaven" that aids Las Vegas tourists who drank too much 

alcohol the night before. 
Newman's name wasn't used, but he said people in his college department recognized him sitting in the bus. He 

was wearing an "AGGIE Athletic Training" T-shirt. 
Newman emailed the AP asking that his photo be removed. He said he was fired from his research position and 

lost a fall campus internship. 
He faced a disciplinary hearing, but said in a follow-up email Thursday there were "no repercussions for my 

actions." 
University spokesman Lane Stephenson says privacy laws prevent him from speaking about Newman. 

 



 



HOT TOPIC – Interference in Union Organizing Activities or 

“Concerted Actions” 

 



NLRB VIEW 

 Monitoring employee’s social networking 
activity has the potential of creating a chilling 
effect on the employees’ communications 
regarding the terms and conditions of their 
employment, in violation of the NLRA at 29 
U.S.C. §157.   











 



What is truth? 

 



Finished files are the re- 

sult of years of scientif- 

ic study combined with the 

experince of many years  

of experts. 



 



Finished files are the re- 

sult of years of scientif- 

ic study combined with the 

experince of many years  

of experts. 



Is your perception …. Sometimes 

your truth? 

• Sometimes we have to take another look at 

what we think we know 



Any Questions, Comments, 

Concerns or Complaints 

Joe Bontke 
EEOC Houston 
Outreach Manager and Ombudsman 
713 651 4994 office 
713 907 2855 cell 
joe.bontke@eeoc.gov 
 
or 
 
EEOC Training Institute 
www.eeotraining.eeoc.gov  

mailto:joe.bontke@eeoc.gov
http://www.eeoctraining.eeoc.gov/

